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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the bridge mobility of violins. The
mobility, or mechanical admittance, quantifies the efficien-
cy of the instrument body to vibrate when a force is applied
to the structure. The computation of the mean mobility, af-
ter the Skudrzyk’s mean-value theorem, enables a global
characterization of the bridge mobility. The choices made
by the luthier, when he builds, restores, or adjusts an instru-
ment, modify the mobility and the mean mobility: this is
the signature of the instrument. This study shows that the
bridge mobility measurement may be helpful for luthiers
to objectively characterize an instrument. Two experimen-
tal applications on the violin are presented in the paper:
the first one studies the characterization of the same violin
in several configurations, corresponding to different posi-
tions of the soundpost. The second application studies the
effect of a violin mute on both the bridge mobility and the
spectral characteristics of the produced sound. This study
is a part of the PAFI project, which aims to develop a set
of tools dedicated to instrument makers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The role of a luthier is to propose a new instrument, or
adjust settings on an existing instrument, so that it cor-
responds to particular wishes of a musician. He may be
brought to choose materials, to replace a few pieces, to
change the configuration, or to move the soundpost, for
instance. All of these modifications have multiple conse-
quences, which are,a priori, unpredictable, on the pro-
duced sound. The sound produced by violins is the result
of several interacting subsystems: the musician, the string,
the instrument body, the surrounding fluid, and the listener.
The instrument body, which is itself made up of different
subsystems (bridge, top and back plates, soundpost, ribs,
and so on), is the element on which the luthier possesses
the most important control.

In the context of lutherie assistance, the acoustician can
propose tools designed for luthiers, namely methods en-
abling the objective characterization of the coupling be-
tween the instrument body and the string, and/or the acous-
tic radiation. It eventually enables to guide the choices
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made by the luthier regarding the modifications of the in-
strument. These characterizations, when they are relevant,
define the signature of the instrument. The objective of this
study is to determine how the mechanical behavior of the
violin can be modified by the luthier.

The coupling between the string and the instrument body
is commonly studied by means of bridge mobility mea-
surements [1]. It is known that the bridge mobility acts
on the playability of the violin [2, 3], or the acoustic ra-
diation [4, 5]. Studies on the mechanical response of the
violin body reveal a salient characteristic of the violin: it
exhibits an amplification of both the bridge mobility and
the sound spectrum in a frequency range from 2 kHz upto
3 kHz. It is the so-calledBridge Hill [6–8]. More recently,
the mechanical behavior has been investigated in a broader
frequency range [9], using statistical analysis.

Since the bridge mobility of violins may be very com-
plicated, due to the contributions of numerous mechanical
eigenmodes, the description of the mechanical behavior,
by means of the sole mobility, is not suitable for luthiers.
In this study, we propose to observe the modifications of
macroparameters, which globally describe this latter. The
previously cited studies usually require laboratory setups,
which are not suitable for a daily practice in a workshop.
Since we aim to develop tools specifically designed for
luthiers, the macroparameters should be adapted for them,
namely able to be measured in the artisan’s workshop, with
affordable, robust and easily handleable devices.

The main aspects of our approach are highlighted by the
organization of the paper. The features of the violin bridge
mobility are studied in Section2. It consists in comput-
ing the mean bridge mobility curves, following Skudrzyk’s
mean-value theorem [10]. Then, Section3 presents two
applications: the first one is a study of the influence of
the position of the soundpost on the mean mobility of the
violin. The second application compares the mobility of
a violin in two configurations: the nominal configuration,
and a configuration where a mute is attached to the bridge.
The consequences of the modification in the bridge mobil-
ity, due to the mute, in the spectral characteristics of the
produced sound is studied in the last section.

2. BRIDGE MOBILITY OF THE VIOLIN

2.1 Bridge mobility : modal description

Bridge mobility measurements, especially for violins, are
not straightforward since the number of degrees of freedom
that should be considered is large, actually equal to 6 (cf.
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Ref. [11]). Since we want the experimental frameworks to
be suitable for daily instrument maker practice, we only
consider the normal motion of the soundboard. The force
that is applied by the string to the bridge presents two main
components: theFx component, called the lateral force,
and theFy component, called the transverse force. Ac-
cording to these considerations, the coupling at the bridge
can be described by a simplified admittance matrixY2×2

such that
[

Vx

Vy

]

(A) = Y2×2

[

Fx

Fy

]

(B), (1)

where

Y2×2 =

[

Yxx Yxy

Yyx Yyy

]

. (2)

The excitation is given in two different polarizations, lead-
ing to two mobility curves, called the transverse mobility
(impact given in the normal direction to the soundboard)
and the lateral mobility (impact given on the side of the
bridge). These two mobilities (denotedYT (ω) = Yyy and
YL(ω) = Yxx for respectively the transverse and the lateral
mobility) are thus the ratio between the transverse veloc-
ity Vy(ω), and the excitation forces, denotedFy(ω) and
Fx(ω). When a force is applied at a point denoted byE

and the velocity is measured at pointA, the mechanical
admittanceY (A,E, ω) writes:

Y (A,E, ω) = jω

∞
∑

k=1

Φk(A)Φk(E)

mk(ω2
k + jηkωkω − ω2)

, (3)

whereΦk, mk, ωk, andηk denote respectively the modal
shape, the modal mass, the modal pulsation, and the modal
loss factor of thekth mode. Note that onlyΦk depends on
the location.

2.2 Bridge mobility measurement: typical
experimental result

A simple method to measure the mobility is to record the
acceleration signal of the structure, using a small accelerom-
eter, when it is submitted to an impulse force, performed
by a small impact hammer at the driving-point location.
The violin is hanged with wires, to create a free edges con-
dition, and the strings are damped. The acceleration and
force signals are obtained simultaneously, using a small ac-
celerometer PCB 352C23 (0.2 g) and a small impact ham-
mer PCB 086E80.

Figure1 shows typical variations of the modulus of the
transverse and the lateral mobility measured on a violin.
These plots include numerous modal contributions, lead-
ing to a complicated pattern. In this section, we attempt
to highlight the underlying tendency of bridge mobility
curves of violins. For that purpose, the characteristic ad-
mittance, following Skudrzyk’s mean-value theorem [10]
is computed. We expect this descriptor to describe effi-
ciently the mechanical behavior of violins.

The so-called characteristic admittanceYC is defined by
Skudrzyk [10] as the mobility of the structure with infinite
dimensions (and consequently without any resonances). In
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Figure 1. Mobility curve measured at a violin bridge
and its corresponding mean mobility, estimated after Equa-
tion (4)

practice, its estimation is rather complicated for complex
vibratory systems such as violins. Since the characteristic
admittance is the mean line of the logarithmically plotted
mobility curve, it can be estimated by computing the mov-
ing average of the mobility curve, in dB. It consists in com-
puting the mean-value of the mobility, expressed in dB,
contained in a sliding window of a certain span, this lat-
ter moving from a sample to the next. The obtained mean
mobility, denoted byGCdB

, writes:

GCdB
(ωc) =

1

∆ω

∫ ω2

ω1

YdBdf, (4)

where∆ω = ω2 − ω1, ωc = ω1+ω2

2
, ω1 and ω2 being re-

spectively the lower and upper angular frequency bounds
of the sliding window. In this paper,∆ω = 500π rad/s.
Since the value is expressed in dB, a reference value is
required. We chose a reference value for 0 dB correspond-
ing to the characteristic admittance of a 2-mm thick in-
finite plate having the typical mechanical properties of the
spruce [12]. The characteristic admittanceYC of such rect-
angular flat panels is computed from the following rela-
tionship:

YC∞
=

1

8
√
ρhD

, (5)

whereρ is the mass density of the material,h andD are
respectively the thickness and the bending stiffness of the
structure. Thus:

YdB = 20 log

∣

∣

∣

∣

Y

Yref

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (6)

whereYRef is the characteristic admittance computed from
Equation5, with ρ = 420 kg.m-3, h = 2 mm, andD = 2.1
N.m. Therefore,YRef = 0.094 m.s-1.N-1.

Figure1 shows a typical example of mobility curves mea-
sured at a violin bridge and their corresponding mean mo-
bility, measured in the lateral and in the transverse direc-
tions.

The lateral mobility level is higher than the transverse
mobility. At frequencies greater than 1000 Hz, the dif-
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ference of magnitude between these mobilities is around
5 dB. Under 1000 Hz, the difference is smaller: the lat-
eral and transverse mobilities are similar. The character-
istic mobilities, both lateral and transverse, exhibit a few
local maxima. Two of them are more noticeable: the first
one is around 1000 Hz, and the other one is around 2500
Hz.

3. INFLUENCE OF MODIFICATIONS OF THE
VIOLIN ON THE MEAN BRIDGE MOBILITY:

POSITION OF THE SOUNDPOST

The aim of this section is to observe the variation of the
mean mobility when the instrument body is modified. The
example of structural modification, which is presented in
this paper, is the variation of position of the soundpost. The
soundpost is a piece of wood, usually a cylinder, located
inside the soundbox, between the back plate and the top
plate. Its location is between an f-hole and the high-pitch
string side of the bridge. The position of the soundpost is
considered to be an important setting for the luthier: it en-
ables to adjust the prestress, which is applied to the sound-
board. This study is an example of objective characteriza-
tion of the same instrument in different configurations.

3.1 Position of the soundpost

This study has been made with the collaboration of Nico-
las Demarais, a violin maker. The principle of the study
is to measure, and estimate the mean transverse mobility
of the same violin, denotedV1, in 5 different configura-
tions, corresponding to 5 different positions of the sound-
post. The configurations are labeled position 0 to position
4, the position 0 being the initial configuration, namely the
one that is assessed as ”optimal” by the luthier. The differ-
ent positions are displayed in Figure2. For each soundpost
position, the luthier assessed the instrument:

• Position 0 : optimal position

• Position 1 : favors low-frequency components

• Position 2 : favors high-frequency components

• Position 3 : rich sound, low playability

• Position 4 : poor sound, high playability

3.2 Effect on the mean mobility

The mean transverse mobility of the violin in the different
configurations are displayed in Figure3.

The global shape of the mean mobility curve is similar
for the 5 configurations: they exhibit a local amplification
between 500 and 2000 Hz, centered around 1000 Hz, then
the mean mobility is globally increasing with he frequency.
However, the mean mobility levels are not similar. For in-
stance, the position 0 presents a mobility level much higher
than other positions in the frequency range from 3000 to
4000 Hz. The difference with the mean mobility for other
positions is larger than 5 dB in this frequency range.

(a)

Position a (mm) b (mm)
0 1.15 8.0
1 1.15 9.0
2 1.5 7.0
3 1.0 8.0
4 2.5 8.0

(b)

Figure 2. a) Initial location of the soundpost. b) Coordi-
nates of the 5 positions of the soundpost. The distancea is
the distance from the soundpost to the bridge. The distance
b is the distance from the soundpost to the extremity of the
bridge, denoted by a dashed line.
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Figure 3. Mean mobility ofV1, for the 5 different sound-
post positions.

3.3 Effect on the mean mobility level

The mobility is arbitrarily sectioned into three different fre-
quency domains:

• from 200 to 2000 Hz

• from 2000 to 4000 Hz

• 4000 to 6000 Hz

The first domain starts at 200 Hz because the lowest fun-
damental frequency of the violin is around 200 Hz. The
upper bound of the first frequency range is set to 2000 Hz,
because it basically corresponds to the end of the first am-
plification in the mean mobility. The choice of 4000 Hz
for the other limit corresponds to the beginning of the am-
plification in the mean mobility, centered around 5000 Hz.
The upper limit at 6 kHz corresponds to the bandwidth of
the excitation signal. The structure is barely excited for
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frequencies larger than 6 kHz. In each section, the mean
mobility level is computed. It consists in the mean value
of the mean mobility, expressed in dB, included in the fre-
quency range. The three mean values are labeledL1, L2,
andL3. They are displayed in Figure4.
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Figure 4. Mean mobility level in three frequency areas
([200 2000] Hz, [2000 4000] Hz, and [4000 6000] Hz) of
the violin in the 5 different configurations

Figure4 shows that the position 0, assessed as optimal by
the luthier, corresponds to the position for which the mobil-
ity level is constantly higher than the mobility level of other
positions. This suggests that the luthier chose the position
of the soundpost so that the mobility is as high as possible.
This probably leads to a more powerful sound. Position
1 presents a relatively large mobility level, compared with
other positions, in the low frequency range, but present a
small mobility level in the highest frequency range. In the
highest frequency range, position 2 has a large mobility
level, whereas it is not the case forL2. These observations
confirms the remarks made by the luthier in Section3.1:
position 1 favors the low frequency components, unlike po-
sition 2, which favors high frequency components. There
are no noticeable tendencies for position 3 and 4.

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOBILITY AND
PRODUCED SOUND: EFFECT OF A VIOLIN

MUTE

4.1 Principle

The violin mute is a small device which is usually placed
on the bridge. It aims at weakening the bridge vibration,
and consequently the sound radiation. The present sec-
tion deals with the effect of a particular mute (shown in
Figure5) on both the bridge mobility and on the spectral
characteristics of the violin sound. The studied mute is a
light rubber mute, its weight is approximately 1 g. The
methods described in previous sections are applied on the
same violin in both configurations: with and without the
mute placed on the bridge. Note that the studied violin, la-
beledV2 is a different violin than the violinV1 studied in
section3.

Figure 5. Violin mute used for the study.
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Figure 6. Mean lateral mobility measured at the bridge of
the violin V2 for two configurations. The solid line rep-
resents the mobility of the violin on the nominal configu-
ration (without the mute), the dashed line is the mobility
measured on the violin with a mute attached to its bridge.

4.1.1 Effect of the mute on the mobility curves

The lateral mobility of the violin without the mute, and
then with the mute, have been measured following the pro-
tocol described in section2.2. Figure6 shows the mean
mobility curves for both violin configurations.

The effect of the mute on the bridge mobility can be clearly
seen. Although, the low frequency range is hardly modi-
fied, namely the mobility curves are fairly similar, in the
frequency range from 1000 Hz upto 2500 Hz, the mean
mobility curve in the mute configuration is much lower
than the one of the normal configuration. The difference
spanning values from 5 to 13 dB. Then, in the high fre-
quency range, the difference is no longer significant.

4.2 Effect of the mute on the produced sound

4.2.1 Sound analysis

In this section, we study the effect of the violin mute on the
produced sound. Previous section showed that the mute
had an important effect on the mean mobility. To study
the effect on the produced sound, we assume that the in-
strument acts like a source-filter system, where the source
is composed of the musician and the string, and the filter
is the instrument body. In a source-filter model, the output
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signaly(t) is seen as the convolution of an input signalx(t)
convolved by a filter impulse response of a linear invariant
systemh(t). Hence:

y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t). (7)

If the sourcex(t) is harmonic, like violin strings, the out-
put signaly(t) is also harmonic, but its spectrumY (ω)
is then disturbed by the frequency response of the filter
H(ω). Indeed, the low variations ofY (ω) (i.e. its spec-
tral envelope) follows the shape ofH(ω). The resonances
of H(ω) are therefore detectable inY (ω) by looking at its
spectral envelope. The broad peaks in the spectral enve-
lope of a source-filter model output signal are commonly
namedformants[13,14]. In speech acoustics, the source-
fil ter model is mainly used to detect formants [13], respon-
sible of vowel detections [15, 16]. We chose to use the
Linear Predictive Coding(LPC) [17] method, because of
its wide use in speech signal processing. The model order
is the number of poles inh(t), i. e. twice the number of
resonances or maxima residing in the spectral envelope. In
our case,h(t) contains numerous poles, corresponding to
each body mode. The aim of this analysis is to emphasize
the averaged mobility in the sound spectrum. This latter
exhibits a few maxima, basically 3 or 4, in our frequency
range of interest (0-4500 Hz). Consequently, the number
of poles should be slightly greater than twice the number
of maxima. The LPC order is then set top = 10.

4.2.2 Experimental protocol

The analyzed signals are obtained by recording the near-
field sound pressure signal, using a microphone. The mea-
surements are done in an anechoic chamber. During exper-
iments, a musician is asked to play glissandi on the lowest
string from D (292.5 Hz) to G (195 Hz). Experiments are
done on violinV2 in two different configurations: with and
without the mute. The sampling frequencyFs is 11050 Hz,
and the recorded signals are 10 seconds long.

4.2.3 Results

Figure7 shows the long-time averaged spectral envelope
of glissandi sound pressure signals recorded on the vio-
lin with and without the mute violin. The long-time aver-
aged spectral envelope is computed by averaging the spec-
tral envelope, obtained via LPC, of each temporal frame of
the glissando signal. The effect of the violin mute on the
spectral envelope is very similar to the one on the mean
mobility: the second formant, between 2000 and 3000 Hz,
disappears in the mute configuration.

It is worth noting that, in the mute configuration, the weak-
ened part of the bridge mobility, and consequently that of
the envelope curves, corresponds to a frequency area where
a formant usually occurs in most violins. It is often re-
ferred as the ”Bridge Hill” in the scientific literature [6–8].
It also corresponds to the frequency range in which the hu-
man ear is the most sensitive. The main effect of the mute
is to weaken the sound level of components residing in the
most sensitive frequency area of the human ear.
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Figure 7. Long-time averaged spectral envelope of the
sound pressure glissando signal recorded on the violinV2

in its nominal configuration (without the mute) and with a
muter attached to the bridge.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The study presented in this paper analyzes the bridge mo-
bility of violins. Since the bridge mobility is the sum of
numerous modal contributions, leading to a complicated
pattern, the analysis is performed via global parameters,
which describes its underlying tendency. This global pa-
rameter is called the mean mobility.

The mean mobility curves of several violins exhibit a
common feature: two local amplifications are constantly
present in the mean mobility curve. The first one is located
between 500 and 1000 Hz, the second one is located be-
tween 2000 and 3000 Hz. The second one is commonly
calledBridge Hill in the scientific literature.

An example of application showed that the mean mobility
level can be adjusted by the luthier. For instance, the po-
sition of the soundpost may change the level of the mean
mobility upto 5 dB, in a certain frequency area. In the pre-
sented example, the luthier seems to choose the position of
the soundpost so that the mean mobility level is the largest,
probably leading to a more powerful sound.

Another application focused on the effect of a violin mute
on the mean mobility, and its consequences on the pro-
duced sound. The spectral envelope of the sound produced
by a violin, in its normal configuration, exhibits two max-
ima, calledformants, corresponding to the local maxima of
the mean mobility. The lateral mobility can thus be consid-
ered as an acoustic signature of the instrument. When the
studied mute is attached to the violin bridge, the mean mo-
bility in the frequency range 2-3 kHz is weakened: the ex-
isting formant in this frequency range, in the nominal con-
figuration, disappears. This suggests that the distribution
of the amplitude of harmonics in the violin sound spectra
is controlled by the lateral mobility of the violin.

To summarize, the lateral bridge mobility of violins is
an important quantity to take in account when the luthier
makes, or sets an instrument. The PAFI project, to which
belongs this study, developed tools and methods specifi-
cally designed for luthiers in order to be able to measure it
by their own. A peer data system will enable the luthiers to
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share information, and by their own experience, will even-
tually improve their savoir-faire in making instruments.
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